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Entrusted with the task of transcribing audio or video data that is of poor quality into comprehensible and clear text for use
in various purposes, forensic transcriptionists are expected to be experts in not just transcription process alone but in
certain other additional functions as well. The Process of Forensic Transcription Forensic investigation involves handling
huge volume of recordings and notes that are needed for documenting various discoveries made at the scene of crime
and in labs. This important information presented in the form of transcripts needs to be accessible to forensic science
experts as well as to police officials, attorneys, and court administrators. Data may be present in audio or video format; it is
in clearly and unambiguously producing the relevant information in the form of accurate transcripts that it can be used as
reliable evidence in courts of law. It takes a trained and skilled transcriptionist having sufficient knowledge about the
terminology related to forensic science and experience in handling medical-legal data to offer accurate forensic
transcription solutions. Services of the Forensic Transcription Company ? Analysis of Data: Upon receiving the media file,
the transcription services company has to first check and determine the audibility and visibility of data – this enables
identifying what restoration procedure is required. ? Data Enhancement Process: By making use of modern tools and
devices, the audio quality of the client’s file is enhanced. ? Accurate Transcription: The client file in audio or video format
will be transcribed precisely by the skilled forensic transcriptionists. ? Filtering Unclear Voice Files: At times, the voice data
may not be clear or it may contain a lot of disturbances caused by factors such as other persons talking on the
background or traffic noise. Audio processing tools or equalizers are used to filter out certain frequencies so that the
required frequencies are rendered more audible. Numinatrans makes use of the most modern software and equipment for
transcribing voice and video data accurately. Our forensic transcription professionals are capable of delivering highquality, meticulous transcripts that prove to be of immense use in court cases associated with forensic investigations. We
adhere to quality standards and ensure complete data security. Visit our website www.numinatrans.com for more details.
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